Zero Point
According to the concept of Zero Point, there is a point within the Universe where everything
becomes still or at rest. It’s sort of like a field of perfect balance between motion, sound, light
and movement. In that space, in the “in-between,” the point at which motion becomes still and
sound becomes silent or darkness becomes light and hot becomes cold is the field of “Zero
Point.” In his book Awakening to Zero Point: The Collective Initiation, Gregg Braden defines
Zero Point by saying it is when, “The amount of vibrational energy associated with matter, as the
parameters defining that matter decline to zero.” He goes on to say that to an observer, the world
at Zero Point appears to be very still, while the participant experiences a quantum restructuring
of the very boundaries that define the experience. He feels that at this very moment, Earth and
our bodies are collectively preparing for this Zero Point experience which he refers to as “The
Shift of the Ages.”
Kiara Windrider author of Doorway to Eternity: A Guide to Planetary Ascension, describes Zero
Point by saying, “It is like the odometer in your car synchronizing to 9999 before turning over to
zero.” It is the “in-breath” of God. It is that moment in time when everything on this planet
reaches a complete state of unity where time, dimensions and reality converges and becomes
one. This is what we are currently experiencing during this time of ascension. We are at the
threshold where all things slowly begin to merge into one, where all dimensions simultaneously
begin to resonate on the same octave. At that point, the Earth will systematically stop spinning
on its axis for three days and we will lose awareness during that time. Upon resuming its
rotation, the Earth will begin to turn in a different direction causing its poles to shift according to
Braden. This is what is known as the “great shift.” It is during this transition, while the planet is
stopped, that God consciousness will merge with the hearts and minds of each individual on
Earth, forever infusing a “Collective Initiation.” And, as the base frequency increases; Earth’s
magnetic field will slow down and eventually stop at 13 cycles per second which is Zero Point.
Science has even determined that by 2012, planet Earth will reach 13 cycles per second or Zero
Point.
During this Zero Point moment of infusion, all of humanity’s vibratory frequencies will increase
exponentially and because all things relate to rates or vibrations, we will suddenly find ourselves
being thrust into higher dimensions along with the rest of the planet. Semir Osmanagić referred
to 2012 in his book, The World of the Maya by saying; “When the ‘heavens open’ and cosmic
energy is allowed to flow throughout our tiny planet, we will be raised to a higher level by the
vibrations.”
This event only occurs within 12,960 or roughly 13,000 years according to the Earth’s Equinox.
As our planet crosses the Galactic Equator, the influence of the Central Sun permeates our Solar
System giving all aspects of life an evolutionary increase. Throughout this transition, the shadow
Self or the “darker,” hidden aspects of our being will become exposed, thus allowing for a full
transmutation and awakening. Mankind’s cellular make-up along with its genetic encoding will

shift in order to sustain these new energies. Even the planet itself will recalibrate to these higher
frequencies. During this precessional cycle, a unique thing happens which causes major shifts in
human consciousness including shifts within the Earth. During the last 13,000 year cycle, we
have been guided by the “Masculine” aspect, but as we draw closer to the precession of the
Equinox, we will usher in the “Feminine” energy which will guide us throughout the next cycle
of 13,000 years. This transition is akin to hitting the “reset button,” where all of life is offered the
opportunity to heal any disharmonic wave patterns and to be brought back into a collective unity.
As spiritual beings, we too possess a Zero Point so-to-speak which is centered at the root of our
being. This is the aspect of oneself that is associated with the higher dimensional physics and
metaphysics of the heart. Dr. Christopher Holmes maintains that each individual is a divine
emanation within the higher dimensional space of the heart. And, according to Madame Helena
Blavatsky in the Secret Doctrine; “Material points without extension or Zero-Points are...the
materials out of which the ‘Gods’ and other invisible powers clothe themselves in bodies...the
entire Universe concentrating itself, as it were, in a single point.” According to Jewish
mysticism, creation emerges from a Zero Point source out of a seeming “void” which
precipitates dimensions of being out of apparent non-being, everything out of nothing, ‘as above,
so below.’ This is what the “Tree of Life”, the “Ladder of Jacob,” or the “Star of David,”
essentially represent.

Unfortunately, for many of us, truth is stranger than fiction. But, we can always find real truth in
what we consider to be science-fiction. I believe the real truth of things is shrouded in sciencefiction where art is always imitating life especially in television with shows like Stargate SG-1 or
Stargate Atlantis that make references to Zero-Point energy in the form of Zero Point Modules or
ZPMs. In fact, the Ancients attempted to extract Zero-Point energy directly from their own
Universe in “Project Arcturus.” Upon closer examination, we will discover how the DNA (which
is the genetic programming), is set to remember the truth of who we really are. At Zero Point, a
polar shift of consciousness occurs when the polarities of the energy field merges and shifts.
Ancient civilizations have tried to assimilate this experience by being placed into chambers that
would bring them to a place of Zero Point. This was to help mankind prepare for what the world
was expected to go through sometime around “2012” according to “end time’ theories and the
Mayan Calendar end date of December 21, 2012.
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